
Retention Solutions for Every Situation

Simplify your HR Process 
with Offboarding Soft-
No matter where you work, offboarding employees is inevitable. But 

when overlooked, a pivotal opportunity to leave a positive lasting 

impression on your company is missed. All too often employees can 

fall through the cracks when ownership of who does what isn’t clear. 

H O W  I T  W O R K S : 

Cadenced research-

backed touchpoints 

that measure employee 

engagement 



Improve retention within 

the employees first 

year with key metrics to 

uncover trends 



Digitally deliver 

touchpoints through 

email, text, or the Click 

Boarding platform



 Access responses 

on a confidential or 

anonymous basis for 

your company



Track, measure, and 

analyze employee 

journeys to improve the 

employee journey

Touchpoints

Set standard benchmarks across your company with Retain’s 

employee sentiment framework backed by research done by 

an IO Psychologist. If a touchpoint indicates that employees are 

unhappy with their workload or lack opportunities for growth and 

development, administrators can take steps to address these issues, 

such as providing additional resources or training. By making a 

concerted effort to improve the employee experience, administrators 

can help to reduce turnover and increase retention.

86% of employers believe that new hires make the decision to stay at a company in their first 90 days. But retaining employees is a complex 

process that touches many areas. With a lack of data on employee sentiment among employers, many companies don’t have a clear 

understanding of the level of engagement and satisfaction among their workforce. This can lead to high turnover rates and low productivity. By 

collecting and analyzing data on employee sentiment, Click Retain provides employers with valuable insights that will help them to improve the 

employee experience, increase engagement, and ultimately drive business success. 

Sentiment Analysis

Retain’s sentiment analysis provides valuable insight into how 

employees feel about their work environment and can help 

identify areas for improvement. Measuring employee sentiment 

on a consistent basis can provide valuable insights into the overall 

satisfaction and engagement of your workforce. By regularly 

surveying employees, HR Administrators can identify areas of 

concern, track progress over time, and make data-driven decisions to 

improve the employee experience. 

Cadenced Surveys

Improve retention with measured feedback across key employment 

categories such as job type, role fit, and management level. Retain’s 

surveys are short, to improve participation rates, and become more 

comprehensive as their career progresses. With surveys, employee 

engagement and satisfaction can easily be measured. By regularly 

assessing sentiment through surveys, turnover rates decrease and 

administrators can identify and address issues that may be causing 

dissatisfaction and driving employees to leave the company.

Did you know...

Companies with effective employee retention strategies experience 

24% less turnover and 31% higher employee engagement than those 

without. measuring employee sentiment on a consistent basis is a 

valuable tool for managers looking to improve retention and overall 

employee satisfaction. By regularly touching base with employees 

and taking action to address areas of concern, managers can create a 

more positive work environment, leading to happier, more engaged, 

and more productive employees.

clickboarding.comRetain Top Talent with          
Click Retain
Creating engaging work environments with clear job expectations can be difficult. 

Click Retain helps alleviate these difficulties by providing an all-in-one platform for 

employee engagement and retention. With Click Retain, you can maximize your 

employee retention rates and keep your business thriving.
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Confidential vs. Anonymous

Click Retain also provides the ability to create anonymous or 

confidential touchpoints. Confidential surveys allow organizations 

to track responses and ensure employee privacy while anonymous 

surveys provide employees with the ability to give honest feedback 

without fear of repercussions. Confidential surveys offer the added 

benefit of allowing for more targeted analysis. 

About Click Boarding

Click Boarding is a modern onboarding and offboarding platform that excites HR and new hires by blending great employee engagement, new 

hire forms, and onboarding and offboarding tasks into a simple, flexible and compliant solution. As companies struggle to effectively engage new 

employees while efficiently adhering to compliance standards, Click Boarding makes HR’s job easier by replacing disjointed and inconsistent HR 

processes with a single, secure digital platform.

Stop losing your top-performing employees and start retaining them with Click Retain.

Innovative HR hiring experience platform

Click Retain is like a GPS for your workforce, providing valuable insights and direction on how 

to create positive and engaged work environments for your employees, especially during their 

critical first year with the company.

–  C L I C K  R E T A I N  S P E C I A L I S T

”

”One of our most essential tools

If you’ve worked in HR for a company with multiple offices across multiple states, you 

can already imagine the headache that creates from a process and legality standpoint. 

Clickboarding is able to solve a LOT of the problems that we face. To this day we’re still 

incredibly impressed with how it has streamlined our new hire process so much that 

onboarding a remote worker is just as easy as onboarding someone in the office.

–  G 2  P R O D U C T  R E V I E W S

Texting

By providing text messaging as an optional way to receive survey notifications, employers can ensure that their employees 

are engaged and actively participating in the survey, resulting in a higher rate of participation. This allows employees to easily 

access and complete the survey at their convenience.   

N E E D  M O R E ?


